Motor Minute™ Technical Tip – Motor Mastery University® Online Training
Hi, Chris from Regal Rexnord here with your Motor Minute technical tip. Helping you become an
HVAC motor pro one minute at a time.
In this segment of Motor Minute technical tips, I would like to introduce you to Motor Mastery
University Online Training.
You may have noticed at the end of each Motor Minute tech tip that we talk about the additional
training we provide. Motor Mastery University Online Training is a new, fantastic resource for HVAC
professionals. It’s basically like getting classroom training without travel, and on your time.
Like many of you, I started out in HVAC with some formal training but mostly learning on the job,
taking classes at local distributors and reading manuals.
In an industry with constantly evolving technology, the training we have built gives you the tools to
improve your motor skills so you can get the job done right, the first time, every time.
While I agree there is no substitute for classroom or hands-on training, we have tried to build our
online training to be as close to this experience as possible by mixing in videos showing hands-on
demonstrations of products and procedures.
This online training is provided at no charge to HVAC industry pros like yourself. We are adding
new courses all the time and would appreciate your feedback if there is a topic you would like to
see or provide input on how we can improve our training.
Simply go to regalmmu.com and click on “Online Training” to get started.
On a personal note, while our training will provide you with detailed motor information, there is no
substitute for reading the HVAC equipment manufacturer’s manuals. In my opinion these manuals
are the best way to build system knowledge related to:
- how motors are applied in each system
- how motors are connected to their controls
- sequence of operation
- airflow adjustment and requirements for safe operation and peak performance
And that’s a wrap on this segment of Motor Minute technical tips. Remember that we provide
motor training and product information in multiple formats including videos, literature, podcasts,
articles, of course Motor Minute technical tips and classroom education both online and face to
face. All of this industry leading training is available at no charge to HVAC professionals at
regalmmu.com. Thank you for taking the time to build your motor knowledge.

